Spectral analysis of breathing pattern in man.
The periodic oscillations of breathing pattern parameters were studied in 34 healthy subjects. In a three minutes' resting spirometric recording we determined the duration of inspiration, expiration and tidal volume in successive breaths and computed autocorrelation functions and power spectral density. Ten of the subjects were re-examined 2 years later. Pulmonary functions were examined in all of them. Rhythmic changes lasting several respiratory cycles were found in the breathing pattern. Rhythmic changes in the duration of inspiration, expiration and tidal volume differed from one another in the same individual. The spectrograms of the individual breathing pattern parameters in the same individual changed during a 2-year period. Despite individual differences, the power spectral density correlations in the same subject and between different subjects two years later, and the mean curves for power spectral densities, show that in all the subjects the power fell at values of 0 to 0.05 Hz and was then maintained at a roughly constant level. Differences in the spectrograms of the various parameters in the same subject can hardly be attributed to a feedback between peripheral receptors and respiratory centres. Rhythmic changes are probably of central origin.